April 19, 2011

BEATRICE CARDONA
WEN TANG

Re: Release: R1975
Service Requests: None
Error Reports: 2228, 2366, 2367
Cobol Programs: PPNTDRA
Copy Members: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: IXHPA01C (new), IXHPA02C (new), IXHPA03C (new), IXHPA04C (new), IXPGM03C (new)
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
CICS Help: None
Forms: None
Table Updates: None
Urgency: Not Urgent (see Timing of Installation below)

This is the combined technical release for the 3rd and 4th quarters of 2010. The release addresses the following Error Reports:

**Error Report 2328**
Program PPNTDRA is getting multiple online abends due to deadlocks.

**Error Report 2366**
DBA recommends indexes be created on table PPPHPA to improve performance.

**Error Report 2367**
DBA recommends an index be created on table UC0PGM to improve performance.

**Cobol Programs**

**PPNTDRA**
PPNTDRA develops addresses for recipients of PAN notifications. It will be modified to populate the userid field and use that as part of the key when fetching rows from the PSC table. This will cause the retrieved data to be more unique and reduce deadlocks.

**DDL Members**
The following new DDL members create new indexes to improve database efficiency:

IXHPA01C (new)
IXHPA02C (new)
IXHPA03C (new)
Installation Instructions
A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

Test Plan
A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

Timing of Installation
The timing of this release is not urgent.
As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Mary.Meyer@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-9272.

Mary Meyer